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Alawite dilemmas in the Syrian civil war
Washington

S 

yria’s Alawite community 
has enjoyed a privileged 
status since the mid-1960s, 
when one of their own, 
Saleh Jadid, seized power 

in a military coup. He was followed 
by another Alawite officer, Hafez 
Assad, who took power in 1970 
and promoted Alawites to high 
positions in the military and intel-
ligence services.

Assad also helped raise the socio-
economic status of the community 
by ensuring that many Alawites be-
came “business partners” to Sunni 
Muslim merchants who benefited 
from his “corrective movement” 
that reined in the socialist excesses 
of the mid-1960s.

Yet today, the Alawites are in 
jeopardy of not only losing their 
status but also their heads, as anti-
regime rebels, particularly those 
associated with the Islamic State 
(ISIS) or al-Qaeda, brand them as 
heretics and routinely execute 
Alawite prisoners.  Many Alawites 
blame Syrian President Bashar As-
sad for bringing them to this point 
and for the deaths of their sons and 
brothers in the battlefield but are 
afraid to move against him because 
the regime remains their ultimate 
protector.

In 1947,  historian Albert Houra-
ni, who became an eminent scholar 
at Oxford University, published a 
book called Minorities in the Arab 
World. In his chapter on Syria, he 
described the Alawites, who fol-
low an offshoot of Shia Islam, as 
“an isolated, backward peasantry, 

tenacious of its individuality, ruled 
by feudal lords”. Given their poor 
conditions, Alawites saw the mili-
tary as their way to advance in so-
ciety, and many of their young men 
entered the military academies in 
the post-World War II era.

Having reached the pinnacle of 
power a couple of decades later, 
the Alawites, once poor sharecrop-
pers in the mountains of western 
Syria and maids and servants to 
Sunni Muslim merchant families 
in the cities, made sure they would 
not lose their new status.  Hafez As-
sad, in addition to courting Sunni 
businessmen, also made alliances 
with Syria’s other minority groups 
to broaden his support.

When Alawite rule was opposed 
in the late 1970s and early 1980s 
by the Syrian Muslim Brother-
hood, who fomented violence 
against the regime, Hafez Assad’s 
response was brutal, including lev-
elling much of the city of Hama in  
1982, resulting in at least 10,000 
deaths.

His son, Bashar Assad, a political 
neophyte when he came to power 
in 2000, is not as cunning. The pro-
tests against him in 2011 morphed 
into a civil war. 

Unable to trust the Syrian con-
script army whose many Sunni 
Muslim soldiers defected to the 
rebels, Assad and the regime have 
had to rely more and more on 
Alawite soldiers, or units that are 
predominantly Alawite, to do the 
fighting.

But this reliance on the commu-
nity has taken a heavy toll. One 
Alawite villager told a Western 
journalist in April that “every day 
there are at least 30 men returned 
from the front lines in coffins” 
and that the women dress only in 
mourning black.

In addition, there are reports of 
military recruiters raiding homes 
in the predominantly Alawite  
province of Latakia looking for re-
placements for the regime’s dwin-

dling ranks.  Many Alawites feel 
squeezed between the rebels and 
the regime.

The dilemma for the Alawites 
is that surrender is not an option. 
They fear the Sunni extremists will 
massacre them, and they do not 
trust overtures by extremist lead-
ers. In a May 27th interview with Al 
Jazeera, al-Nusra Front leader Abu 
Mohammad al-Jolani stated that if 
the Alawites “drop their weapons, 
disavow Assad, do not send their 
men to fight for him and return to 
Islam, then they are our brothers”.  
He added that the Alawite sect had 
“moved outside the religion of God 
and of Islam”.

Al-Jolani in essence was calling 
for the Alawites to renounce their 
faith, and perhaps, only then, will 
they be spared. Confronted with 
such extremist views, it is not sur-
prising that many Alawites believe 
they might as well fight to the bitter 
end.

It has long been rumoured that 
Alawite leaders may have a Plan B, 
which is to retreat to their moun-
tainous stronghold in Latakia if Da-
mascus falls to the rebels. And the 
reason why they keenly want to 
hold on to the city of Homs in cen-
tral Syria, according to this rumour, 
is because it is on the land route 
from Damascus to Latakia.

An Alawite mini-state in Latakia 
would be far from ideal, but if the 
Alawites can also control the coast 
of Latakia, giving them access to 
the Mediterranean, and can be as-
sured of outside support, perhaps 
from Iran and Russia (which still 
has a naval base in Tartus in Latakia 
province), then they might survive. 
In this scenario, Syria, sadly, would 
become even more of a broken 
state than it already is.
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A car bomb explosion, in April in the majority Alawite neighbourhood of Hay al-Arman, in Homs.
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Fears of sectarian bloodbath in Syria
Berlin

F 

ormer Reuters corre-
spondent Khaled 
Yacoub Oweis, perhaps 
the agency’s most 
experienced Middle East 
operator, is ensconced 

in the swish offices of the Institute 
for Security and International 
Affairs, a German think-tank.

It’s Berlin but his wall has paint-
ings by Syrian artist Fadi Yazigi 
and his smartphone bleeps with 
messages and calls from Syria, from 
where he was expelled in 2011 as 
acting Reuters bureau chief. Oweis 
had lived in Damascus for six years 
after spending 2003-05 mainly in 
Iraq.

His research papers on Syria 
cover local ceasefires, the effects 
of the US bombing of the Islamic 
State (ISIS) and the fractured op-
position to President Bashar Assad. 
Oweis is currently examining rural 
Sunnis — the “backbone”, he says, 
both of peaceful protests in 2010-11 
and now of the anti-Assad forces — 
but he also keeps an eye on Syria’s 
minorities.

Oweis says Syria’s Christians and 
Kurds have made themselves vul-
nerable by supporting the Alawite-
led regime established by Assad’s 
father, Hafez, in 1970.

“Take the Christians,” he said. 
“At the start of the revolt, Michel 

Kilo [Christian writer and political 
prisoner] said: ‘All we have to do is 
stay neutral, at least show a gesture: 
If a protester dies, go to the wake’.

“But by and large, the Christians 
didn’t do this. Many joined regime 
militias and now, if the tide goes 
against Assad, I don’t think the 
Christians have a bright future.”

So far, Oweis argues, the back-
lash is muted. “You haven’t seen 
large-scale massacres of Christians 
or Druze — Alawites are a different 
story — even by Jabhat al-Nusra, 
the al-Qaeda branch. In Idlib [city 
in north-west Syria captured by 
rebels in March], there has been no 
mass exodus of Christians. Given 
the scale of the minorities’ support 
for the regime, we haven’t seen a 
sectarian bloodbath but that doesn’t 
mean it won’t happen.”

The Christians’ predicament 
results, says Oweis, from decades 
of the Assad regime’s security 
penetration of the church and its 
involvement of Christians in cor-
ruption. “The Christians lost land 
[to Alawites] in many places but 
regime figures also often employed 
a Christian banker or lawyer to help 
with their ‘business’,” he said. “So 
many Christians acquired wealth by 
illegitimate means.”

Collaboration has been less 
marked with the Druze. “I visited 
Sweida [mainly Druze city near Jor-
dan] in 2007. When I looked at the 
Syrian artillery, it wasn’t pointed at 
the border. It was pointed directly at 
Sweida,” Oweis said.

The Ba’ath Party’s manipulation 
of minorities makes Oweis impa-
tient about talk internationally of 
its rule as “secular”. “In the 1980s, 
Hafez Assad killed and expelled 
thousands of Sunnis but he also 
purged leftists and secularists,” he 

said. “Riad al-Turk, a secular Sunni, 
spent nearly 18 years in solitary 
confinement.”

Centrally, the regime has fostered 
Alawite sectarianism. Oweis cites 
Aref Dalila, an economist and politi-
cal prisoner from 2002 until 2008, 
as a brave exception, saying, “If he 
had stayed they would have killed 
him as they probably killed Abdul-
Aziz Khayyer [an Alawite dissident], 
who has disappeared.”

The Assad regime has also tried 
to exploit the Kurds, particularly 
through the Kurdistan Workers’ 
Party (PKK) and its Syrian offshoot, 
the Democratic Union Party (PYD). 
The target, says Oweis, is Kurds 
wanting to join the wider Syrian 
opposition.

“When the revolt broke out, 
[Kurdish dissident] Mashaal Tammo 
said the Kurds should be part of an 
inclusive, democratic Syria.

He told me the blood of a Dama-
scene killed by the security forces 
was the same as the blood of a Kurd 
killed in Hasakah,” Oweis says. “He 
joined Walid al-Bunni and Haitham 
Maleh [both Arab Sunnis] in calling 
the National Salvation conference 
in 2011, which was to be held in 

Qaboun [a district of Damascus] in 
a wedding hall until the security 
forces killed 14 people.

“The PKK, or PYD, was opportun-
istic. After Tammo was assassinated 
in 2011, it took over Kurdish areas. 
In exchange for the regime pulling 
out, they cracked down on anti-
Assad demonstrations and expelled 
non-PYD Kurdish activists. But the 
PYD’s Kurdish ‘over-reach’, in a 
mixed city like Ras El-Ain, prompt-
ed an invasion by Arab tribes. It also 
helped ISIS gain Arab recruits and 
the result was the displacement of 
hundreds of thousands of Kurds to 
Turkey or Iraqi Kurdistan.”

Oweis says progress in Syria re-
quires agreement to remove Assad, 
both to curb Sunni extremism and 
persuade minorities to stop cooper-
ating with the regime.

“The symbol of humiliation for 
the Sunnis is Assad, and the longer 
he’s there, the more there will be 
militancy,” Oweis says. “Once the 
minorities get a signal that the 
international community wants 
to remove Assad — for example if 
President [Barack] Obama says, 
‘One more chlorine attack or barrel 
bomb and we’ll unleash our air 
force’ — then they’ll stop support-
ing Assad.”

The one place left for a transi-
tional government, says Oweis, 
is Syria’s 3,000-year-old capital. 
“If you preserve Damascus and 
establish a central government with 
money and support, people might 
start switching. There may still be a 
slim chance to save Syria,” he said.
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